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Kirkwood Community College
Daily Project Report

Team Report:
Matt Oliver:
• I was onsite to do some further testing and such today and here is where we are at right now---

1) 1) the code we loaded has given us very good information on where the router bug is at but we need even more information to prepare a fix. Therefore, a new patch version will be made available to us Wed night that I would like to apply to all routers in order to get us this information.

2) 2) removed the switch at Tipton as being a possible issue - switch is working fine and video stops occur if we are directly attached to the router which is the same behavior as connecting directly to the switch

We will keep everyone advised as to the patch upgrade. It should be available to us Wednesday night.

Dustin Reha:
• Will continue to work with Matt on Foundry issue….will continue to work on remaining issues with DL Nav and hub.

Reminder: Our weekly progress meeting is today (11/29) at 10:00 am
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